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design Jacuzzi
®

mix a perfect combination of wellbeing and functionality

BATH SCREEN

5 mm transparent glass with 
Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi

®
 treatment

●

Double pivoting doors●

Magnetic lock●

Aluminium profiles●

SHOWER COLUMN
Single lever mixer●

3 function hand-held shower with sliding bar●

Fill spout●

Matt white lacquered aluminum● 
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MIX can be installed on the following bath tubs:

ENERGY 180x80, 170x70, 160x70  with or without hydromassage
MOOVE 180x80, 170x75, 170x70, 160x70 with or without blowers
SHARP 75 e SHARP 70  with hydromassage

Example of installation of MIX with Energy whirlpool bath



The pleasure of a bath with the practicality

of a shower.

Introducing Mix, the versatile and elegant solution that 

makes it possible to transform a bath into the perfect 

combination of wellbeing. The ideal way to fi nd the 

right balance between a moment devoted to pampering 

yourself and the benefi ts of wellness treatments.

Personalised use according to specifi c needs.

Mix can be used with all Energy bath tubs with or 

without hydromassage, Moove bath tubs with or 

without blowers, and Sharp bath tubs 70 and 75 with 

hydromassage.

A perfect combination of functionality and design. 

The Mix system consists of bath screen made of 5mm 

transparent glass with Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi® treatment, 

a double pivoting door, with magnetic lock and aluminum 

profi les. The other load-bearing element of the system is 

the shower column which comes with single lever mixer 

with diverter, fi ll spout and 3-function hand-held shower 

with sliding bar.

DESIGN

Plenty of versatility in terms of 

installation; it can be used with 

rectangular bath tubs of the following 

sizes: 160x70, 170x70, 170x75, 180x80. 

HEALTH

Easy access and use thanks to the wide 

opening of the two glass doors.

PERFORMANCE

The Crystal Clear treatment preserves 

the transparency of the glass due to the 

waterproof, anti-scale fi nish, making it 

easier to keep clean. 

PLEASURE

Enjoying the comfort and benefi ts of 

Mix is easy thanks to its faucets perfectly 

integrated in the shower column, without 

any interference with masonry walls. 
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design Jacuzzi®

mix a perfect combination of wellbeing and functionality

BATH SCREEN

5 mm transparent glass with 
Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi® treatment

●

Double pivoting doors ●

Magnetic lock ●

Aluminium profiles ●

SHOWER COLUMN
Single lever mixer ●

3 function hand-held shower with sliding bar ●

Fill spout ●

Matt white lacquered aluminum ● 
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MIX can be installed on the following bath tubs:

ENERGY 180x80, 170x70, 160x70  with or without hydromassage
MOOVE 180x80, 170x75, 170x70, 160x70 with or without blowers
SHARP 75 e SHARP 70  with hydromassage

Example of installation of MIX with Energy whirlpool bath


